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A message from

David Brown
Dear colleagues,
What a year – and decade! – it’s been.
This year was full of real highs. We
launched rail services in Germany
and bus services in Manchester,
announced a demand-responsive
transport trial in south London and
were awarded more commuter
routes in Dublin (see page 2). Our
bus services received a record score
for passenger satisfaction (92%), and
our on-time rail results show that
we’re making real improvements
- with a 7.4% improvement on our
GTR services from 2018.
We also proved we were at the
forefront of sustainability –
launching the first industry supply
chain charter, introducing buses in
Brighton & Hove that can switch

to zero emission mode, and proving
the value of our air filtering buses
in Southampton. This month we are
launching our ‘Go Goals’, which you
can read about on page 11.

and Group’s Rail Development
team for their hard work during this
mobilisation period and express
a warm welcome to our 244 new
conductors, drivers and office teams.

Achieving these goals is down to
everyone and many everyday things
can make a difference. There are
a lot of wonderful people in the
business who work to help look after
our planet. On page 12 you can read
an interview with Marta Tari, who
spends her weekends cleaning out
plastic from the River Thames.

This issue is full of stories on what
our operating companies are doing
at over the festive period – with
Southern Vectis providing the most
comprehensive bus service in the UK
(see page 3). I’d like to say thanks to all
of you who are working hard to look
after our customers during this time.

This month we launched our Norwegian
rail services under Go-Ahead Nordic
(see page 2). I’m proud of the fact that
we were the first private transport
operator to be given the opportunity
to run services in Norway. I’d like to
say well done to our Nordic team

Merry Christmas,

David Brown
Group Chief Executive

Merry Christmas
It’s the most wonderful time of the year…
so we’d like to say a big thank you to all the
people who work for Go-Ahead. Whether you
work in an office, drive a bus, help maintain our
train fleets, work on bidding in new places or
help our customers – everything you
do is valued and appreciated.
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New routes
for Ireland
Increasing drives across Dublin

More buses are on the roads in Dublin as Go-Ahead
Ireland continues to grow. We launched four new
services in November and December, which was Phase
1 of the ‘Dublin Commuter’ routes. The remaining two
routes – Phase 2 – will go live in early 2020.
The routes are operating from the newly-built depot in
Naas that opened earlier this year. The Phase 1 routes
are operated by 14 single decker buses
and 11 double decker buses. In addition,
timetables for several Go-Ahead
Ireland’s services have changed to add
extra journeys to increase capacity and
improve the customer experience.

Being can-do
people

Norway
goes live

One step
ahead

Go-Ahead Nordic is up and running
As of December 2019, we are now operating in five
countries – the UK, Ireland, Singapore, Germany and now
Norway. Our inaugural Norwegian routes went live on the
15th December, starting from the city of Stavanger in the
southwest, heading 500km to the capital of Oslo in the east.
We were the first private transport operator to be awarded
a contract to run rail services in Norway. We were awarded
the Oslo South rail franchise by the Norwegian authorities
in 2018, winning an eight-year award with an optional twoyear extension. The new franchise covers three historic
lines in the country, covering a mixture of long distance and
suburban services. It’s so far off to a great start, with nearly
100% punctuality on day one.
Magnus Hedin, managing director of Go-Ahead Nordic
said: “Our focus is on customer satisfaction, reliability
and local decisions taken with our partners. We want
to be a local operator who understands Norwegian
transport needs and the local Norwegian customers,
while benefiting from extensive experience in the UK.”
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Being the local partner for communities

Go South Coast will be running several special
services on Christmas Day, with Southern
Vectis providing the most comprehensive
Accountable
Christmas Day bus service in the UK. Morebus
is also extending its m1 and m2 routes on the
day to the Royal Bournemouth Hospital to help
NHS employees and those visiting loved ones. In addition, the
Oxford Bus Company is providing special coach services from
Oxford to Heathrow and Gatwick airports for those going
away or heading home for Christmas.

Buses are integral for bringing communities
together and addressing social isolation –
something that can be exacerbated by the
festive season.

Plymouth Citybus offered free travel for children under 16
every Saturday in the run up to Christmas, and also teamed
up with radio station Heart FM to bring presents to children
at the Derriford hospital.

Santa steps onto services
Why ride a sleigh when you
can take a bus or train?
Father Christmas isn’t just busy on
Christmas Eve. In fact, he’s been
working in Brighton and Hove for the
last 16 years, as part of Brighton & Hove
Buses’ annual Santa Bus traditions.
The bus visits more than 200 streets
in the city over 20 nights in the run up
to Christmas, spreading festive cheer
while fundraising for 11 charities. The
bus has previously raised £250,000 for
numerous local charities.
Brighton & Hove Buses’ Managing
Director Martin Harris said: “Our
brilliant team of engineers

Down-to-earth

has got the bus ready for Santa’s
expeditions across the city, complete
with lights and music. We also have a
cheerful crew of volunteer elves and
reindeer on standby to help Santa out
every night. The generosity of people
living in Brighton & Hove blows me
away every single year. Last year we
raised more than £30,000. I’m sure
we can beat that this year for these 11
charities that make life better for so
many people in this city.”
Meanwhile, GTR held
a “Santa Train” from
Brighton to Bedford
over two weekends

in December, one for colleagues
and one for passengers. They
transformed a Thameslink train with
elves, reindeers, Christmas trees
and snowman. Children and adults
enjoyed fun activities on board, such
as designing Christmas mugs and
making marshmallow snowmen. GTR
even turned a carriage into Santa’s
grotto where children could meet
Father Christmas, have their photo
taken and receive a gift bag. It raised an
impressive £3,000 for charity for these
two events.
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Harnessing electric
as a power for good
Planning is well underway for one
of Europe’s biggest overnight
charging electric bus garages.
Go-Ahead London’s
Northumberland Park garage
currently operates 34 electric
buses that charge on site. It
recently won a further four routes,
which will take that number to 95
buses in the next nine months.

Accountable

The new fleet will include 49
double decker buses that have
the potential for ground-breaking
vehicle to grid (V2G) technology.
V2G means that electric vehicles
can have the potential to feed
energy back into the national grid
in times of peak demand.

Women in charge
Celebrating the first female MP with
the second female Prime Minister

Down-to-earth

Plymouth Citybus has unveiled a bus dedicated to local
legend Nancy Astor – nearly a century after she became the
UK’s first female MP. Astor lived in Plymouth for 45 years
and served as MP for Plymouth Sutton from 1919 to 1945.
The bus is wrapped in images in honour of Nancy and will
travel the network as a reminder for her achievements and
the role she played in the city’s history.

The bus was unveiled on the same day as a new bronze
statue for Astor. Plymouth Citybus collected VIP guests,
including former Prime Minister Theresa May, to see the
statue being revealed.
Richard Stevens, Managing Director of Plymouth
Citybus, said: “We’re honoured to be able to play
our part in such an historic occasion right here
in Plymouth. Our city has had 96 years of female
representation in Parliament since Nancy took her seat
a century ago. Her extraordinary achievement paved
the way for fellow female Plymouth MPs to follow in
her courageous footsteps.”
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Help the homeless
How Konectbus helps rough sleepers

Konectbus is using its Norwich Bus Station premises to help transform the
lives of rough sleepers by installing a donation terminal. The terminal will give
passengers and members of the community the opportunity to make an instant
donation by tapping their card or mobile phone onto the contactless pad.
Representatives from the Norwich Street Campaign attended the launch.
Operations supervisor Ken Hall said: “Christmas is always a busy
time of year at the bus station, with thousands of passengers
passing through it every day. We are delighted to host the
Norwich Street Aid Terminal and hope that it will attract many
gestures of goodwill throughout the festive season.”

Joy for toys

Building
relationships

No child has to go without a present

Down-to-earth

Go North East has partnered with radio station SunFM in their toy
appeal in the build up to Christmas. The bus company is helping
to raise awareness of the radio station’s campaign to ensure every
child in the area of Wearside receives at least one gift from Father
Christmas on Christmas morning. Go North East will also be
helping to transport the donated toys to areas around Sunderland.
Martijn Gilbert, Managing Director at Go North East, said: “We’re
proud to be joining Sun FM’s Christmas Toy Appeal to ensure every
child on Wearside wakes up to a present on Christmas morning.
Christmas truly is the season for giving, so we want to do our bit by
giving back to the community, whilst also encouraging people to
consider those that are less fortunate than themselves.”

Oh no they didn’t…

Bluestar and Damory shall go to the ball
Go South Coast has been teaming up with theatres in its regions
for the festive period. Bluestar is the official travel partner of
Southampton’s production of ‘Cinderella A New Musical’. Drivers
are on standby so that theatregoers don’t have to leave the ball
early or worry about parking.

Meanwhile Damory Buses has teamed up with the Weymouth Pavilion
in Dorset to provide support for this year’s pantomime, Cinderella.
Weymouth Pavilion’s Marketing and box office manager said: “The
festive season is a great time for partying and enjoying ourselves - and
we’ve been offering people the opportunity to sit back, relax and take
in the show. Our coach and bus drivers are standing by to do all
the work.”
Collaborative
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Sustainable suppliers
Everyone can impact the customer experience
Go-Ahead Group’s Procurement team works behind the scene to make
sure we are working with the right suppliers for the right cost.
The Sustainable Procurement Team recently won an internal team award
for creating an industry-first Sustainable Procurement Charter that
mandates the suppliers we work with must meet our standards of
sustainability, diversity and inclusion. We will not work with suppliers who
use zero-hour contracts or unpaid work and internships.
This month, Damilola Adefeyisan and David Cowan were able to renegotiate
the Group’s mobile data and Telephony contract. They managed to secure
a deal that saves us a massive £500,000 per year for the next three years –
while still maintaining the same level of service. This contract will make it
possible for Go-Ahead to deliver WiFi on many of our buses, as well as
provide connectivity to customer-facing systems, such as ticketing.
This shows how everyone can help improve the custoemr experience.

Smooth operators
A massive frontline project has achieved record
results for Southeastern this winter - as “Operation
Medway Towns” saw over 8,600 fare evaders
apprehended in the space of just four weeks.
Hundreds of Revenue Protection and Railway
Enforcement Colleagues came out in force
across key hotspots in the Medway area of Kent,
including Gillingham, Chatham, Rochester, Strood,
Sittingbourne, Rainham and Gravesend.

Accountable

Being can-do
people

Southeastern tackles
fare dodgers

During this time, they issued more than 6,600
penalty fares and 1,900 criminal prosecutions an amazing achievement for the teams.
“Our colleagues pulled out all the stops to run an
incredible operation,” said Southeastern’s General
Manager for Revenue, Crime & Enforcement, Siobhan
Bradshaw. “They’ve been nothing
short of brilliant.”
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Snow business
Southeastern’s prepared for the frost

Agile

Winter is well and truly here - and as ever, Southeastern’s pulled out all
the stops to prepare for every eventuality the bad weather may bring.
From launching an all-new passenger awareness campaign - featuring
slogans such as Breaking the Ice and There’s Snow Place Like Home
- to creating a range of dedicated timetables for varying weather
severities, getting prepared for the season has been a top priority.
To find out more about how Southeastern keeps the big freeze at
bay - including some top tech from none other than NASA - check out
southeasternrailway.co.uk/winter-weather

Go-Ahead Germany
expands operations
More trains on the tracks
This month we increased services and launched more routes in
Germany. We are now operating services in and out of the city of
Stuttgart, the largest town in the region of Baden-Württemberg.
The new services cover the town of Ulm, 80 miles to the southeast
of Stuttgart, as well as the cities of Nuremberg and Würzburg in the
neighbouring state of Bavaria. The introduction of these new services
takes us up to running 270 services a day.
The network will provide commuter services and important links
between Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria. Stadler FLIRT trains will
run approximately 1.3m train kilometres a year on the route, which
was previously operated by Deutsche Bahn. The 13-year franchise is
the second contract and the third network that Go-Ahead’s
German operating company has been awarded. We started our
first two contracts in June 2019.
This is part of our wider international expansion and
continuing growth in Germany. In 2023 we will be
launching routes on the network around Augsburg.
The contract will consist of 56 electric trains, which
will run on a network of 7.4 million train kilometres
per year.

One step
ahead
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Ready
for rail

Agile

How is Go-Ahead Germany training all its drivers?
Recruiting and training drivers has been an intensive task
for Go-Ahead Germany’s rail operations, as they’ve had
to build up the whole business from scratch.

Improving one
billion journeys
How start ups are helping us be one step ahead
Improving information, reaching new riders and
fighting climate change – there are many areas we
must tackle to be at the forefront of innovation in
transport. That’s why our Billion Journey Project is so
important, because it helps give a fresh perspective
on the needs of the industry and how we can improve
passengers’ and colleagues’ experiences.
Over 100 start-ups from across the world applied
to be part of this year’s Billion Journey Project, a 12week proof-of-concept innovation programme. This
was whittled down to ten companies, who are now
working with Go-Ahead companies to produce a
solution for the following five challenges.
The five problem statements are:
Passenger experience – Go South Coast’s drive
to improve information during disruption led by
Richard Tyldsley

Training takes between 9-12 months. After passing
theoretical and practical exams, trainees can drive on all
routes in the state of Baden-Wurttemberg.
The trainee drivers come from a variety
of different backgrounds. Agnieszka
Moscicka is one of them. She came
from Poland to Germany seven years
ago as a trained cook – without
speaking any German. She decided to
go for a train driving role as she had
been fascinated with trains since her
childhood.
The theory lessons are offered in
cooperation with Deutsche Bahn,
and cover technical knowledge of
the vehicles, signals and regulations.
Practical training follows.

Agnieszka Moscicka

Martin Respondek has been an instructor at Aalen station
for three years. Respondek, too, knew that he wanted to
become a train driver when he was a child. In addition to
his normal work, he now works several times a year as a
team leader for train drivers.
After all the tests have been completed, trainees must
drive for 320 hours with an instructor. And then they can
get driving for Go-Ahead!

Reaching new riders – Go North East’s and Brighton
& Hove Bus’ quest to attract millennial and non-public
transport users led by Gary Edmundson and
Patrick Warner
The future of transport – Southeastern and Plymouth
Citybus’ push into more attractive fare and ticketing
models led by John Backway and Mark Collins
Driving Culture – Oxford Bus Company’s aim to
improve employee engagement and retention led by
Andrew Morison
The future of sustainable travel –
Go-Ahead London’s work to fight climate
change and air quality led by
Richard Harrington and
David Vazquez
Keep up to date with the story and
find out who are ten finalists are at
billionjourneyproject.com

One step
ahead
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Spreading the cheer
Giving back this Christmas
Homelessness is a big problem facing Irish society, so Go-Ahead
Ireland colleagues have been giving back to the community by
raising money for homeless charities.
They collected donations for Inner City Helping Homeless
(ICHH) by collecting shoeboxes as part of their annual appeal
and are aiming to fill a bus with donations for ICHH. The
donations will be delivered to the ICHH warehouse to be
distributed for Christmas.
The teams also celebrated Christmas Jumper Day on Friday 13th
December, in aid of Focus Ireland, a charity that provide supports
to people who are homeless and those at risk of homelessness.

December 2019

What a
Service (Desk!)
This year Go-Ahead Group’s service desk
teams tried something new by celebrating
Customer Service Week. The service desk
team is here to help all 28,000 employees
across the Group as well as our passengers.
During the week they hosted activities to
promote customer service and improving
their experience.
Service desk analysts Ryan Rarity and
Sandeep Purba won ‘Customer Experience
Superhero awards’ for going beyond the call
of duty for the customer. Daniel Gordon, a
retail support solutions analyst, won ‘Best
Customer Experience Idea’. He wrote
a three-page long essay(!) on his
idea of a promotional video to
give a tour of the office and
interview members of the
team to show how the
service desk
functions.

Down-to-earth

Heart starters save lives
GTR is fitting lifesaving automatic heart re-starters
(defibrillators) at stations across its network. With more
than 30,000 out-of-hospital cardiac arrests across the
UK every year and less than one in ten surviving, the use
of a defibrillator is vital. Without immediate treatment,
90-95% of sudden cardiac arrest victims will die.

Accountable

GTR pioneers
life-saving scheme

GTR, with the Sussex Heart Charity, had already installed
life-saving automatic defibrillators at about 50 stations
throughout Sussex. It has now begun to roll them out to
the rest of its Thameslink, Great Northern and Southern
networks.
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Staying safe
Go-Ahead London’s Stay Safe
Competition Awards took place in
November. The competition theme
was accident reduction, based on the
TfL initiative ‘Vision Zero’.
The winner was Orpington Garage,
who created a campaign based
around raising mental health and
wellbeing and how this can affect
the way colleagues carry out their
roles. The team recognised that
colleagues who come to work with
worries or concerns may not feel “in
the zone” when driving. They were
therefore encouraged to indicate
their feelings using
emoticons on an iPad.

December 2019

The winners of Go-Ahead London’s
safety competition

Hitting a ‘red’ or ‘sad’ face
would generate contact from a
manager within 24 hours, enabling
conversation and help.
Orpington Operating Manager, Dave
Terry said: “The team was headed by
Assistant Operating Manager, Karen
Taylor who was assisted by a team of
willing volunteers.”
“After many hours of research and
drawing on personal experiences,
they produced a comprehensive pack
of facts, figures, self-help, manager
guides, and all-important contact
information, along with ‘the pod,’
a simple idea but an extremely
effective one.”

During the trial between September
and December, the pod was used
over 2,000 times.
In second place came Waterloo
Garage whose slogan, ‘Gimme 5’
was aimed at allowing customers
an extra five seconds to sit down
before pulling away from bus stops
to reduce slips and falls.
Peckham garage achieved both third
place, and the a prize for innovation.
Their submission was based on
a ‘Share the Road’ campaign and
engaging with the local community.

Accountable

Amazing achievement
Go-Ahead Singapore Bus Captain Ong Ah Soon recently received the Safe
Driver Award (Merit) at the Singapore Road Safety Award 2019, because of
his high driving safety standards and for delivering across all aspects of his
job role. Ah Soon secured top three finish in the last couple of years, so this
was his time to shine!
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WHAT ARE THE
GO GOALS?
The UN has set 17 Sustainable Development Goals
that must be achieved by 2030. We have taken five areas as
Go-Ahead’s key priorities and called them ‘Go Goals’.

UN GOAL:

UN GOAL:

5

TACKLING
CLIMATE
CHANGE

UN GOAL:

3
RAISING SUPPLY CHAIN
SUSTAINABILITY

4

BUILDING
THRIVING
COMMUNITIES
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Interview with...

MARTA TARI

This plastic warrior fighting to save the seas
Hi Marta, tell us about yourself
I was born in Hungary and have been
living in the UK for over 16 years. I have
worked at Go-Ahead for four and a
half years within the IT department
but actually have done my degrees
in English and Tourism. Currently,
I am responsible for new business
implementation and integration from
an IT perspective, as well as helping
our rail and bus bid teams.
The biggest project I worked on this
year was helping to implement all the
IT systems at Go North West, which
we took over from First Group in June.
I also worked on setting up our new
depot in Naas, Ireland and helped on
our bids in Australia and integrating
East Yorkshire Bus Services with
Group’s IT systems.

In your spare time you clean
beaches and canals. Can you tell
us about this?
I live between two canals on the
Thames in East London, and I see
huge amounts of plastic and other
rubbish floating in the water every
day. I contacted local organisations
to volunteer to help in the clean-up,
but they didn’t seem that interested
so I took it into my own initiative: I
have bought a net online (the ones
you clean swimming pools with) and
started picking up rubbish from the
water myself. I’ve collected roughly 1520 kg of rubbish just in three months.
I also rent a canoe to paddle to the
hard-to-reach places in the canal. I also
do beach clean-ups regularly.

Why do you do it?
I want to believe it is making a
difference, even if a small one. I’m
studying for a diploma in Marine
Conservation and Marine Biology

and have done a lot of research in the
field. One billion single use plastics
are bought every hour across the
world. An average person uses 84
kg of plastic in one year! More than
90% of that ends up either as landfill
or in our oceans. Every plastic ever
produced can still be found on planet
Earth in one shape or another: plastic
never disappears, it gets smaller and
smaller until it becomes tiny particles
called microplastic. Microplastic is
now everywhere – even in our air, our
food and even in the Arctic. I believe
by removing them from the canals and
beaches, I can prevent them getting
(back) into the ocean.

How are you getting more
people involved?
It’s a never-ending job. I started
recruiting people through Facebook
groups and Instagram. One post got
700 likes and 64 comments. One lady
saw my post and regularly helps me on
weekends, as well as a guy who I met
while I was doing my marine mammal
medic course. When people walk past
me, they often think I’m fishing, and
it’s great to talk to these people and
make them aware of what I’m actually
doing. There are people who live in
houseboats and who have seen what
I’ve done and bought nets themselves.
I’d like to inspire other people to do
the same.
What’s the weirdest thing
you’ve found?
A dead rat. At first I thought it was
a birthday balloon… then I realised
the balloon string was the rat’s tail. I
screamed and threw it back into the
water quickly. Other things I’ve found
was a huge book written in Arabic,
a shopping trolley, a Boris bike and
enormous pieces of polystyrene.

The most common things are plastic
water and soft drink bottles, tiny
straws, crisps bags and there are a lot
of cigarette butts too.

What can people at Go-Ahead do
to make a difference?
My mantra is: “Be Imperfect!” and
what I mean by that is “be imperfectly
zero waste”, “be imperfectly plastic
free”, “be imperfectly sustainable”
(etc) because small conscious changes
are better than none at all. I am not
100% zero waste and plastic free but
by making small changes like using a
keep-cup for my coffee, and refilling
my water bottle at water stations
(there are loads all over now) or
switching from a bottled shampoo to
a shampoo bar, and using a compost
bin for my food scraps. These are just a
few examples of what I have done but
by these small changes I have already
reduced my waste and plastic usage
by about 65%. If we all made one or
two small changes, it would make a
massive difference overall.

What can Go-Ahead as
a company do to make a
difference?
Climate change is one of the biggest
challenges of our time, and as a leading
public transport provider, we play a
key part in facilitating the shift to a
low-carbon future. Go-Ahead has a
great reputation for sustainability and
on climate change, a great initiative
that’s running is the Climate Change
Taskforce. We’re a taskforce of
people who have come together from
all areas of the business to create
and implement a climate change
strategy. This includes work on carbon
reduction, behaviour change and
extreme weather.
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